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Dear Mrs. Meagher: 

Am accumulating a few queries, but shall field 
them one at q time, so that I get them done. 

(Will send you some new stories, to see if they 
tie in with any researchers! theories.) 

Here are 12 questions posed by Joesten -- and 
I am wondering if any of them are valid. If you can 
find any we ought to pursue, and can cite the pertinent 
exhibits, testimony and report of the Warren Commission 
I would be most grateful. 

I willhave to have his material back, as it is 
my file copy and it wouldn't take on our photostat 
machine, 

Also I'm very leery of Joesten since reading the 
report made by his own wife that she thought his 
behavior odd and that he was then on the verge of 
a breakdown, and had gone off to Europe without 
letting her know -~- do you know of any place I can 
get further biographical material on Him When he 
was interviewed in Germany for the Report he said 
he had written an article which STERN had refused to 
publish. Do you know what article that was? 

Incidentally, I read the material written by 
Prof. Oliver (Revilo) and frankly I wonder about a 
fellow whose first name is his last name spelt backwards. 
Has he had anything whatsoever to offer that anyone else 
believes? 

Is there anything besides Marina's own self-serving 
testimony to assoc ate Oswald with the attempt on Walker's 1li€e? 
Has that been documented, or was it just given ciruelation by 
Marina? (I read her frankly unbelievable statements concerning 
his plan to do away with Nixon, and I got the feeling that even 
Rankin ene her. Is there any substance to that charge 
at all? 


